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State Suspends Swine Flu Vaccinations

, I

By United Press International
Three elderly people in Pennsylvania died hours after receiving
swine fl.u 'in<!culations causing New
Mexico health ·.authorities to
suspend any further inoculations in
·
the state through Friday.
Officials in atleast·ll other states·
have also suspended inoculations.
No links di~ectly ·relating the
deaths to the flu shots have been
found and many of the suspensions
have been termed precautionary by
health officials.
Allegheny County;, Pa.,- Health
Officials said the victims died from
heart attacks Monday and there
was no known relationship between
the swine flu inoculations and their
deaths.
But Allegheny Cpunty and the
states of Vermont, Wisconsin,
Louisiana, Maine and New Mexico
temporarily suspended their efforts
in the government's $135 million
program to prote<;t Americans
from a possible swine flu outbreak
this fall and winter.
Officials in Michigan, New York,
Utah, Florida, Massachusetts and
Philadelphia County in Pennsylvania either shelved or recalled

the same type of vaccine used to
inoculate the Pittsburgh victims,
The vaccine was manufactured by
Parke Davis Pharmecuticals of
Michigan.
In Detroit a Parke Davis
spokesman said the company was
cooperating with Pennsylvania
officials on the case and said he
understood the vaccine sent there
had been rechecked "and found up
to specifications." He said a check
at 20 other vaccination site~> had
disclosed no problems.
Health authorities in Montana,
Texas, West Virginia, Kentucky,
N~w Jersey, Hlinois, California,
Connecticut, Kansas, Maryland,
deorgia, Oregon, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Hawaii announced they would not halt their
programs. ·
The White House said President
. Ford had been informed of the
situation.
"The President does know. about
it, and the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare is looking
into it," spokesman Ron Nessen
.
said.
Dr. David Sencer, director of the
Center for Disease Control in

Atlanta~

said he saw no reason for
local health departments across the
United States to stop administering
the swine flu vaccine.

"It is highly unlikely a bad batch
of vaccine was the cause of these
deaths," he said. He said the
"cluster of death" was coincidental.
"If something went wrong with
production under the government

specifications, Parke Davis would
be responsible," Sencer said.
Many officials, like New Jersey
Health Commissioner Joanne
Finley, noted that the Pittsburgh
victims all had previous heart
trouble.
"Unfortunately, old people are
going to die," she said.
Maine Commissioner of Human
Services David Smith said he

Kligerman Highest Paid at UNM

By Dolores Wood
one of the 25 employees making
The highest paid employee at more than Davis. She is Alice
UNM is Morton Kligerman, direc- Cushing, a clerical specialist for the
tor of the Cancer Research and NM Medical Foundation. She
Treatment Center, according to the makes $40,000.
fiscal year 1977 in-house budget.
All of the 25 with higher salaries
UNM President William Davis than Davis are employed by the
ranks 26th.
Department of Health Sciences.
Although UNM does not pay Davis
Kligerman will receive $65,800 the most in terms of dollars, the
this fiscal year. He has been the University provides him wjth two
highest paid employee for at least maids, does not charge him for the
two fiscal years.
use of his house, and provides him
Davis will receive $40,000 this with the use of a car.
year. For the first time a woman is
In addition to Kligerman, three
employees will make $60,000 or
more. These employees were
Robert Messer, chairman of Obmoney.
stetrics/Gynecology
($61 ,500),
By Anna Poole
Rupp said he hoped the first prize will be a trip to
Byron G. Brogdon, chairman of
Wrist-wrestling, goldfish swallowing, pie throwing,
Hawaii, matching motorcycles, a dream date or
radiology ($61, 100), and Sterling
bubble-gum blowing and hoofing will all be part of a
·'something
else "really big."
'Edwards, chairman of the departthree-day Muscular Dystrophy dance marathon to be
"Even though ASUNM and the University adment of surge?' ($60,000).
held Dec. 3, 4 and 5 in Johnson Gymnasium.
ministrati<l~ is wprking on the.dancc marathon, it is to
Muscular Dystrophy, an incurable and inherited
be student sponsored," he said.
Of the administrative vice
disease that makes muscles weak and waste away, has
Rupp said the dance Jl1arathon will be a state-wide presidents, Chester Travelstead will
been brought'to the attention of Americans by Jerry
effort with local high schools participating. ~
be paid the most ($38,800) and
Lewis for more than 20 years.
Music
will
range
from
'30's
big
band
sounds
to
bunDave Rupp, ASUNM publicity committe~ chair·
ny hops and conga lines, he said. ·
person for Muscular Dystrophy, said the marathon,
The other activities, which consist of pie auctioning,
which is not an endurance test, will have 37 hours of
wrist-wrestling,
goldfish gulping· and bubble-gum
live music with meals and chaperoned lodging free.
blowing,
wilt'
be
happening around the dance
The goal of $50,000 will be met by a dancer being
marathon,
Rupp
said.
sponsored and the sponsor raising money for that conVolunteers are needed, he said, for committees like
testant, he said.
publicity,
music and public relations.
By Lynda Sparber
Contestants may find their own sponsor or be spon"We
are
trying
to
make
this
a
University
thing,
not
The
former
division of Comsored through an organization such as a ·fraternity or
just
an
ASUNM
thing.
We
need
help,"
he
said.
puting
and
Information
Science
sorority, Rupp said.
All
interested
students
are
asked
to
call
Dave
Rupp
(CIS) is in its first semester as a
He said the first prize, which has not been .decided
or
Debbie
Bennett
at
the
student
government
office.
department in the College of
yet, will be given to the c~mtestant who raises the most
Engineering.
CIS was originally part of the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ mdhemati~depMtmeht. Inl973H
became an independent division
and has operated as such until now.
Dr. Donald Morrison, chairman
of CIS, said he expects CIS has
·more flexibility as a ·department.
He also said all the colleges of the
University were considered when
choosing a place for. the department.

Dance~a-thon

suspended his state's program
because "there wasn't anything to
be lost."
Allegheny County Coroner Cyril
H. Wecht, who conducted
autopsies on two of the Pittsburgh
victims., said there was no known
"direct or indirect causal
relationship
between
the
inoculation and the collapse and
subsequent deaths of thes~
people."

Set for Dec. 3-5

Paul Silverman, as vice president
for research and graduate affairs,
the least ($23,000). The other vice
presidents will be paid: Alex Mercure, vice president f.or regional
and community affairs, ($30,200)
and John Perovich, vice president
for business and finance, ($36,100).
The highest paid dean is Leonard
Napolitano, dean of the School of
Medicine. The salary of the other
University deans are : Natl1aniel
Wollman, dean of arts and sciences, ($38,200); Paul Vassallo, dean
of library services , ($34,500); Clinton Adams, dean of fine arts,
($34,500); David Darling, dean of
education, ($30,000); Frederick
Hart, dean of the law school,
($29,087); Robert Rehder, dean of
business and administra lion
($28,673); William A. Gross, dca~
of engineering, ($24,750); Wi\liam
Huber, dean of university college,
($22,725); and Bernard Spolsky,
dean of the graduate school,
($21 ,091).

Computer Dept. Added
To Engineering College

Morrison said the move into
engineering will give engineers
interested in computing science a
chance to leMn both the hardware
and software aspects of computers.
CIS began to offer a bachelor's
degree last October. They have
always had a Master's program and
have granted 40 Master's degrees so
far. They also offer a dual Masters
in Business and Computing in
conjunction with. the business
'

'

school.
CIS has retained its degree
requirements, which primarily
remain in the realm ofliberal arts.
William Gross,
dean of
engineering, told the UNM News
Bureau the addition of the
department ''puts together, in one
college, extraordinary strength in
the computer technology area in
both hardware and software.
"Many
of the stronger
universities in the country have
combined their computer-oriented
faculties into their colleges of
engineering. This gives us the
potential to have one of the best in
the country."
Dr. Morrison said that CIS will
remain in the computing center on
the north side of the main campus.
The principal machine at the center
is an IBM 360The degree requirements for
undergraduate work in CIS include
36 hours of CIS, 12 hours of math,
9 hours of humanities and liberal
arts, 9 hours of social and
behavioral studi~s, and 8 hours of
laboratory science.

Reds Take NL Pennant

.

Conservative Buckley Speaks,.
.

Conservative author-publisher William F. Buckley lectured at Popejpy flail last night.

1

'.

'

CINCINNATI (UPI)- The Cincinnati Reds won baseball's National
League Pennant Tuesday, coming from behind with three runs in the last
half of the ninth inning to defeat the Philadelphia Phillies, 7-6, and sweep
their playoff series, three games to none.
The Reds tied the game in the ninth on back-to-back homers by George
Foster and Johnny Bench; then won it on Ken Griffey's infield single.
The pennant was the fourth in the last seven years for the Reds, and it
marked the second year in a row they took the NL playoffs in three straight
games. The Reds will nteet the winner of the New York Yankees-Kansas
City Royals American League playoffs in the World Series starting Oct.
16.
The Reds, known for their comeback ability, appeared to be losers when
the Phillies took a 6•4lead on Jay Johnstone's run-scoring triple in the
ninth, but then Foster and Bench slammed their homers off reliever Ron
Reed.
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Hippo
Opens
at7:30 a.m.
ffion. thru· Sot.
Fenturlng

Heo.lth_y And ~iigh Energ_y Protein Drinks
Continento.l Breo.kfo.st
Fine Po.stries
Fresh Squeezed Oro.nge Or Gro.pefruit
Juice
• Nice Smiles

•
•
•
•

120 Harvard Dr. SE

LEATHER &SUEDE
PROFESSIO.NALLY CLEANED
Your leather and suede garmets
cleaned beautifully when processed by professionals
FACE IT--leather and suede garmets
are j'lard to clean and require special
processing to preserve finish, feel
and col·or. You better know who
you're dealing with when you trust
·your leathers to a cleaner.

OUR EXCLUSIVE PROCESS RENEWS
'·
THE FINISH-LEAVES YOUR LEATHERS
SPARKLING FRESH AND PLIABLE.
~

~
_

Court Says Free Abortion Possible
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
government said in U.S, District
Court Tuesday that states may be
required to provide free abortions
even though the use of federal
funds is barred under new
legislation.
But attorneys for low-income
women told Judge John Sirica that
up to I ,000 women a day, by
government estimate, will be denied
abortions that had been financed
under Medicaid because of the new
prohibition.
Sirica extended for another 10
days a temporary restraining order
against government application of
the law and took the case under
advisement.
Abortion has figured as a
presidential campaign issue and the ·
law providing operating funds for
the Department of flealth,
Education and Welfare that took
effect Oct. I provides that "none of
the funds contained in this act shall
be· used to perform abortions,
except when the life of the mother
would be endangered if the fetus
were carried to term."
This, however, does not preclude
states from pr.oviding abortions to
indigent women with state fundu,
Justice Department Attorney David
Anderson told the court.
"It may be, as a number .of
recent cases hold, that the law
-requires the state to fund a
woman's exercise of her constitutional right to an abortion in
certain circumstances," the
government argued in its legal
brief.
Neither Maryland, Virginia nor
the District of Columbia has
refused or proposed to refuse
abortions to any indigent woman,
the brief said.
"There is therefore no indication
that the Congress' failure to
provide funds for abortion will in
any way interfei'e with the plaintiffs' opportunity to obtain one,"
the government argued.
But an attorney for several
unidentified pregnant women,

•Prices reasonable
•3 day service

including one unmarried mother of
five, said the government's
arguments "ignore the inevitable
and obvious impact on pregnant
indigent women who depend upon
Medicaid for their medical care."
He said the states and the District
of Columbia "have no funds" to
replace tile loss of the estimated $40
million to $45 million HEW spends
annually for between 250,000 and
300,000 abortions.
Sirica asked whether the
womens' request for a preliminary

Continuing Ed Successful

injunction against government
enforcement of the law wasn't
premature, since no evidence was
available that states were refusing
Medicaid abortions.
Attorn~y
Roy
, Lucas,
representing the women,~aid some
hospitals and clinics were
discontinuing Medicaid abortions
until the litigation is settled. It will
be "little consolation" to women
denied abortions now if court suits
eventually are settled in their favor,
he said.

By Steve Nolan
UNM's Division of Continuing Education and
Community Services is "a link between the University
of New Mexico and the community," said Rupert A.
Trujillo, dean of the division.
Trujillo described the "linkage" as the channeling
of University resources to the community through the
Division of Continuing Education.
Many people who are following careers or working
full-time seek extra education, but do not have the
time to enroll at UNM on a regular basis, Trujillo
said. Other people are n_ot interested in a four-year
program, he explained.
•
. Trujillo said Continuing Education is tailoring
programs to the needs of about 28,000 people
throughout the state this year.
Some of the Division of Continuing Education's ac·
tivities are the Community College, two-year branches
in G~llup and Espanola, corr~spondence and ex-

.lt!l~lLL
~!.It~

Dr. Daniel Atkinson, irom the University of
California at Los Angeles, will speak Thurs., Oct·. 14
at J:JO p.m.ln Rm. 24S1 llasic Medical Sciences Bldg.
Topic is "Regulation of Energy Concentration and

Charge,"

The fourth in a series of films by
the physics and • astronomy
department at UNM has been
canceled due to a conflict with a
talk by Professor Klaus Keil on
"The Story of Viking."

Strikers Vote on Contract
DETROIT-The 170,000 Ford Motor Co. workers who have been
on strike for 28 days completed· voting on a new three-year contract
Tuesday with strong indications it was n~ar defeat because of a
negative vote by 25,000 skilled tradesmen.
Unofficial partial results indicated the ratification vote was close,
but the majority of late-afternoon returns from United Auto Workers
locals around the country were negative. They were released by local
leaders to the news media against the wislles of the top UAW leadership.

Keil's talk will be tonight at 8
p.m. in Popejoy Hall. There is no
charge. The film series on the
character of physical law will
resume on Oct. 20 with "Symmetry
in Physical Law.''

TWA Appeal Rejecte_d

Hall on the ••understanding the Lebanese Crisis.''

UNM Campus Observatory, two blocks north or
Lomas on Yale, will be open to the public Thurs.,
Oct. J4 from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. The 16·inch telescope
will be trained on the star cluster M·IS and the 12·
inch telescope will be trained on the star cluster M-39,

S. African Violence Flares

WASHINGTON-President Ford Tuesday signed a bill to maintain federal funding for flealth, Education, Welfare and Labor
programs at present levels until the next Congress enacts legislation
appropriating money for them.

GOL.b'EN FRIED
CHICKEN

l'
'.

qtitornc ur fi11c hJir dt~l~n.Arld now it",.n·aii.Jbll' tu
Without ha.,.ing ttl fLO to llollywoOd. Witl10ut hon
to
S'i). In r.1ct, you t.ufprohilhly gd Thr J'iS" 1/oi•o'""''""'
owor I1Um(! town for noi muth mort tiMu you'rc ttow p.tying for fust
.311 ordii1.1ry l~lrslylc. Tirt' SS') ll<firtut 1~ .wallahledcr<r ..,hclt' lclltJJ,
l exdu~iYdyat Markh.\mStyle lnno"JtorSirops. Along with tile
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International
Hair Design Centre
"Head Trips tor Dudes & Dolls"
E;~:~::::~appointm ent
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SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!
2 PCS, GOLDEN·FBIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH I
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE
WITH TtiiS COUPON
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Rt:DEEJ\11 Ai 1830 LOMAS, AT YALE
·EXPIRES OCi. 24,1976

"Understanding the Lebanese
Crisis" is the topic of a free public
lecture to be delivered at UNM
tomorrow by an Israeli political
scientist. ~~ .· .
Yosef <t(ien will speak at 8 p.m.
in Room-149 of Woodward Hall on
the main \l.[IIM campus. His visit is
sponsored by American Professors
for Peace in; the Middle East .
. Goell: is ~'lirrently a guest scholar
at the Brookings Institution. He is
on leave from the political science
department of Hebrew University
and is <in editorial writer and
political columnist for the
Jerusalem Post.

~

~

........
.,
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ASUNM PEC and
Speakers Committee
·
Presents:

P-olitical Scientist
I o Discuss Israel

HEW Funds Maintained

l:

"I he [ll'rfcLI
'I 11
wi(h ~utk lok.1l
>hii[H' olltil Clf(Tol0rtlin,1ry m:!ll<lflC.lhilit)', it\ \he'

cross

Fifteen UNM committees have
open positions for graduate
students, Carl Bradford, president
of
the
Graduate
Student
Association, said today.
The committees with openings
include the Student Publications
Board, Curricula Committee,
Housing Committee and Research
Policy Committee. There are a total
of 16 openings.
Bradford said, "These positions
must be filled so that sutdents may
receive full representation in regard
to graduate activities."
Bradford said that interested
graduate students should contact
the GSA office in the SUB.

WASHINGTON-President Ford Tuesday signed into law a bill
awarding $750,000 in compensation to the widow and children of Dr.
Frank R. Olson, an Army civilian biochemist who jumped from a
hotel window in 1953 after CIA agents gave him LSD in an afterdinner drink.
Mrs. Alice Olson told UPI the money represented compensation
"for the deception of22 years" by the U.S. government.

·'- .

of physics in nontechnical terms.
Each of the films is at 7:30 p.m.
in the Plysics Lab and Lecture
building (between the Psychology
Building and Farris Engineering
Center.) The series is open to the
public at no charge.

U. Groups Have
Openings for
Grad Students

CAPE TOWN, South Africa-Riot police shot and killed a colored
man who officers said tried to bomb a gas station in a segregated
suburb Tuesday in the first flareup of unrest in townships around
Cape Town in three weeks.
Groups of youths ran through the Black townships of Langa,
Nyanga and Gugulethu four miles southeast of the city center, stoning
cars and buildings and police said at least five vehicles were overturned and burned.
Police used teargas and nightsticks to break up a crowd of about
500 black schoolchildren marching down Klipfontein Road, which
leads to the Black suburbs.

Thurs., Oct, 14 at 8 p.m. in Rm. 149 1 Woodward

ASUNM Office of Rese11rch and
Consumer Affairs has reopened
again to deal with any consumer
problems, landlord-tenant problems, etc, For information on
student discounts stop by Room
248 on the second floor of the
SUB (south endl or call 277-5605

needsofthecomm~u~ni~ty~,~h~e~s~a~id~·====~~~~~~~~~~====J!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~

Nobel Prize recipient Richard
Feynman is featured in each of the
films in the series and presents the
most important aspects of the laws

WASHINGTON-The Supreme Court Tuesday let stand a lower
court ruling that international airlines are liable for a maximum
$75,000 in damages to survivors of persons killed in airport lobbies by
terrorists.
·
The justices rejected without comment an appeal by Trans World
Airlines, which contended the Warsaw Convention's absolute liability·
provision applied only to airplane accidents and not to deaths occurring while passengers waited to board airplanes.

Israeli polhical scicnllst Yoscf Goell Will speak

tension courses, and non-degree status for students.
Trujillo said, though, that Continuing Education
"must broaden its base to meet more people's needs."
He said he thinks there are many people who would
like more education, but can not get it.
More continuing education activities should be offered to senior citizens to keep them more active, he
said. The Division of Continuing Education needs
grants to get the money to do this, he said. But, he added, at the present the division can't gel any grants or
money for senior citizens.
Also, Trujillo said, he thinks there are many people
in Albuquerque who would take advantage of daytime
continuing education activities. But, he said, Continuing Education lacks the facilities to do this.
Trujillo said there is "no pattern" to how continuing education starts and finishes. The division
tries to determine and meet continuing educational

Physics Film Canceled

By United Press lntnrniltrOmll

Olson Widow Given Money
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Links U. & Community

Wednesday
Of Human
Bondage

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE I)P WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT VALE.
OTHER LOCATION~:
5931 CENTRAL NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

Bette Do.vls.
Leslie Howard

10-3

HOURS:

11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRUTHURS.
11:00AM TO 11:00 PM
t=RI. & SAT.

SUB Theatre

~
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PROGRAM TO INCLUDE STAR TREK HIGHLIGHTS

THURSDA V, OCTOBER 14, 1976
POPEJOY HALL 2 SHOWS 7:00 & 10:00 PM
RESERVE SEATING TICKETS $4.00 and $5.00
AVAILABLE AT:
A.T.A. CORONADO CENTER-883-1080
GENERAL STORE
SUB for Student Discount
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Is PIRG's Fee in the Students' Interest?
Editor:
In his letter in last Thursday's
LOBO, Michael Huston demonstrated his inability to read. In my
opinion I only referred to paid advertising. In fact during the petition
drive many more articles, lip service, etc. appeared in the LOBO
than during the refund process. Yet
PIRG still felt compelled to spend
(in fact grossly overspend) their
budget on many large ads in the
LOBO.
My purpose in suggesting volunteers to give out refunds was as
another means of informing the
students they could get a refund. I
was amazed when, on Wed. September 29, the only three people I
talked to about the refund didn't
even know it was going on. PIRG
knows the LOBO doesn't reach all
students or they would have had
one central location on campus to
sign the petition during their
organizational drive. Then they
would have relied on ads and articles in the LOBO telling where the
petition was available.
Next, Mr. Huston demonstrates
his mastery of the "cloud the
issue" tactic by claiming PIRG
hasn't hild the money. I qon't care
who actually had my money for
four months. The fact remains it is
because of your group's extortion
tactics. (pay up or get disenrolled)
that I have not had the use of my
money for this time. Since I had to

go out of my way to get my own
money back, it seems to me interest is the least that PIRG could
pay. To be totally fair, Mr. Huston,
you should pay round-trip mileage
and $2.30 per hour for time spent
going through the refund process,
in addition to interest on the
money.
In the last paragraph of his letter
if you don't like something about
Mr. Huston demonstrates his
inability to reason logically. He says
if you don't like something about
PIRG run for the board and change
it. Translation: If you don't like our
funding method, sell out all your
principles and join for a semester.
Then try to get elected to the board
when everyone who thinks like you
is ineligible to vote. No, PIRG has
effectively insulated itself from
change by those who disagree with
its method of financing.
In theory, PIRG would receive
the same amount of money
through either a positive checkoff
system or the present system.
Anyone not wishing to support
PIRG would, in theory, get a refund
and anyone wishing to support
PIRG would contribute, under
positive checkoff, two dollars or
more. Why did PIRG insist on the

present method? PIRG requires
apathy to rip the students off. Is
this in the Public Interest? I!
The time has come. The Regents
should correct their mistake and
change from the present negative
ripoff, to a positive checkoff!!!
Richard Gordon

By John Andrew Davis
The "Affirmative Action" opinion in the Sept. 30 LOBO filled me with
indignation over the logic Garrett W. Sheldon used to support his concept.
First he said we are correct in assessing the affirmative-action policy as
temporarily unequal; but we are wrong in regarding this as reverse
discrimination, considering the "overall situation." Is the overall situation
now corrected by affirmative action? I hardly think so.
According to Mr. Sheldon we must temporarily suffer inequality
because of prior racial and sexual discrimination. Why? Tell me why must I
have to suffer for what happened before rny time which I had no control
over and which I was not a part of.
Tell me, is it fair, just or equal for a person to work hard and acquire all
the necessary qualifications for a position that he hoped and dreamed of
perhaps from childhood only to be denied that position because now
things must be made "equal"?
Also the fact that Mr. Sheldon combines an idea of equality into a contradictory term-inequality. If he is going to give any meaning to the
English language, he cannot say that overall means including only a few or
that a definition of equality includes the opposite: inequality.
And while on the topic of language, I would really like to know what
"Affirmative Action" has to do with the hiring of unqualified minorities '
over qualified people. Does it really explain what Mr. Sheldon proposes to
do? Or is it another one of those euphemisms trying to cloud over what
exactly it means.
Isn't it a little presumptuous to call it affirmative action (meaning
positive action, true action)? I think it is a negative step and covers its true
intent: revenge. It seems Mr. Sheldon wants to make up for lost time.
I think that minority groups today want to earn positio.ns. They do not
want them handed to them. I believe that a majority ofthe minorities have
much more pride than that. Despite the inequality and discrimination that
now exists, it seems to me if one desires something strong enough, one
will overcome those obstacles.
The only thing affirmative action would do is to temporarily equalize the
distribution of the more desired positions but at the sake of equality. The
hiring of unqualified people who will not serve anyone but only result in
the downgrading of the services provided by these people which, in the
end, would harm everybody, including the minorities. "Affirmative Action" is just an attempt at pa'cifying minority groups, b.ut in the long run
would harm them.

PISS: A Clean Foot Is A Happy Foot
Editor:
Concerning the Oct. 6 Opinion of
Mr. Mark Lamborn: The People Interested in a Sterile Society do
hereby agree with the heretical
beliefs of Mr. 'Lamborn and his
kind. We feel that Mr. Lamborn's
argument is illogical, untenable and
therefore acceptable to our standing committee. Although Mr.
Lamborn concludes that athlete's
foot fungus has reached epidemic
proportions in our society, he offers
no solutions. The People Interested
in a Sterile Society offer the
following solution:
First, the US Congress must appropriate money necessary for the
completion and implementation of
the B-1 bomber.
Secondly, money now allocated

for the swine flu vaccination
program should be reallocated to
the soon-to-be-organized American
Foot Dusting Program. The supersophisticated low altitude bombers
would then be loaded with approximately 700 million metric tons
of Desenex foot powder and ranstrafe
our
grand
domly
metropolises in the dead of night
under a full moon for the remainder
of this year.
This plan will not only rid our
society of this dread fungus but will
rejuvenate our economy by
creating millions of new jobs

People Interested in a
Sterile Society
Dennis Graham
Mark Wesselman
Desenex Foot Powder, Inc.
U.S. Department of Defense

by Garry Trudeau
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Senate Should Experieflce
This Issue in New Light

Editor:
In response to Sen. Celia Knight's fear of the legislature on the
issue of the Decriminalization of Marijuana:
Last year 420,000 people were arrested for marijuana offenses,
90 per cent were for simple possession. The marijuana laws are actively "on the books." These laws are to be interpreted by the
arresting officer. Last, year, a 19-year-old youth was sentenced to
Editor:
It would appear that those in 12 years in 'prison for selling a narc 11 grams of pot (5 joints).
charge of the Physical Plant at
Oregon, Alaska, Maine, Colorado, California and Ohio have
UNM are up to something. Perhaps decriminalized marijuana. It's about time New Mexico did, also!
an experiment on the effects of a
Last Wednesday night Sen. Knight stated, "I don't think the
simulated ice age on student
decriminalization of marijuana should be an issue for UNM ... " It's
morale? Or is it a statement in some
new educational Magna Carta already an issue. Students are being busted.
Sen. Knight also stated " ... it will only hurt our position with the
being acted upon, i.e. students are
legislature and our lobbying efforts for more money." Does this
stimulated by chill.
Surely there is some logical ex- mean that because of our political activity in the early 70's, UNM is
planation for the frigid drafts condemned to remain docile and is no longer entitled to an
prevailing in a number of opinion? Is the ASUNM Senate representative of the students or
classrooms. Whatever the "logic" pawns of the State Legislature?
might be, the expense of air conI strongly urge that Sen. Celia Knight and the rest of the ASUNM
ditioning is tough to justify in this Senate sit down, light up a joint and reevaluate their motives in
writer's opinion, not to mention the
discomfiture of listening to a de.cidil)g what's good for UNM.
Joe Cicero
teacher in arctic indoors.
Hokona Dorm President
Nancy 'Rosenberg

producing the B-1 bomber and
Desenex foot powder.
America must be purified. It's us
against them. The People Interested in a Sterile Society (PISS)
is behind you, Mr. Lamborn, or
should we say in front of you,
forging the way ahead with a
steady stream of affirmative action.

7H&R7tL
7HIW?

University's
Chill Wind

Tile film, ''Symmetry irt Physical Law," will be
Wed., Oct. J3 at 7:30p.m. in Rm. 103, Ph~lcs Lab
and Lecture Bldg.

Post-Grads
Apply for
Law School

Memorial Fund in Denmark offers maximum
$5000 for 1:2-month study program to Americans age
21'-40, Applications may be obtained from th.e
American-Scandinavian Foundation; Exchange
Division; 127 East 73rd St.; New York, N.Y. 10021,
Deadline is Nov. I. _

By Bill Halsey

Peter A. Winograd, associate
dean of the UNM Law School, said
that since the late 1960s there has
been a shift in the pattern of law
school applicants.
Winograd said.during the 1960s
most everyone who applied to law
school was a college senior.
Winograd said now many older
people who have been out of school
for a number of years are being
accepted to Ia w school. Winograd
said there has been an increase of

Board

Unsigned editotials rep1esont a
majority opinion of the Daily Lobo
Staff •. All other c<llumns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of th•authocenrl do nntneces"'"''
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I
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also,
lmemationa\ Center Lecture Series presents Dr.
John T. Zepper on tlw "Russian Educational
System" Thurs., Oct. 14 at 3:30 p.m. in the ln(ernatjonal Center, l808L.as Lomas NE.

introduces

the wee·kl.Y special

•
eg~~~!!~';!d Store
3118 Central SE (2'12 Blocks East of Girard)
Mon. thru Sun. 11:30-9:00 255-7640
Thank youjor not smoking

~UESTION:

Can a respectable, non-computerized dating

~ · bureau live down the reputation of some of its predecessors?

ANSWER: We hope so! We've just opened as a Dignified, ]
Confidential Introduction Service for Sincere Single People
(no "swingers") who are Seeking Each Other. We offer a
fair deal: great care in matching compatibility, private introductions and a money-back contract, for a reasonable
fee. Interested? Call us for information:

Peter A. Winograd

minority and women applicants
being accepted into law schools,
also.
Prof. W. Garrett Flickinger, Jaw
school
admission
council
• representative to the Council .on
Legal Education Opportunity, said
at this year's Pre-Law Meeting that
the that the Law School Admission
Test (LSAT) is designed to measure
mental abilities which are important to the study of law.
Reading ability ana· sentence
correction are some of the areas
tested by the LSAT.
Rennard Strickland, author of,
"How to get into Law School" and
editor of the Pre-Law Handbook
was guest speaker at the meeting.
The Pre-Law Handbook gives law
school applicants information on
the procedure for applying for
,
admission to law schools.
Strickland said, "Money spent
on crash courses designed to help
law school applicants pass the
LSA T is money wasted."
Strickland said, "1 compare the
crash Ia w courses to the lion who
received a medal In the Wizard of
Oz. The crash course builds up
confidence a little but it will
probably have the reverse effect
because the LSAT questions change
all of the time."
Strickland said UNM has a very
fine law school. The UNM LaW,. :
School has a small-size student
body with a large faculty and a very
good law library, Strickland said.

COMPATIBILITY, UNLIMITED
-10832 Prospect NE
87112
294-1087
Noon to 8 PM Mon. thru Sat. Closed Thurs.

~rtJ.
!

while the_y lost
on these 6.98 lp's

Fleetwood mac - "Fleetwood ffiac"
Heart - "Dreamboat Annie"
Steve miller - "Fly Like An Eagle"
·
War - "Greatest"
Wa_ylon Jennings-"Are you ready
for the Country"
Sole good thru Sundo_y, Oct. 17

Hours
mondo.~-Frido.~ 9:30
So.turdo.~ 9:30-6:00
Sundo.~

12:0CJ-~):00

East end
of
Coronado Center

293-2124

POPEJOY HALL

•

The University of New Mexico
Invites you to
A Special Public Lecture
by

Dr. Klaus Keil
Director of the Institute of Meteoritics,
UNM. Major scientist of the NASA Program "Moon Shot". Presently a project
director of the Viking Program and member of the "Search For Life On . Mars"
Team.

An Illustrated Lecture
Entitled
Of COIJRSB /i/5 GffJRGe AN[)
7l<IJST 7H& AJI-L ! I WM 10
IP YOU CAN'T TRUST SUMM£3/<.
GEORGE GALWFJ CAMP 10/JJh'O CAN You
GETHeR.
TRUST?/

"-

IN 1'113.

I

THE· STORY OF VIKING
71/EY

WERE
CABINMAT£51

\'

(The U.S. Exploration of the Planet M :zrs)
New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

Wednesday, October 13- 8:00PM

No.38
Vol. 81
Box20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505}277-4102,
277-4202.
The New Mexico lJailv Lobo i~ published
Mottda.y through Friday Cvcry regular week

FREE Admission~ No Seats Reserved
No Tickets Required- Doors open at 7:15PM
The Public is invited
Tel277-3121 for information

or

the University year ami weekly during the summer .~!!~~ion by the Board M Student Publications

o( the Uni,..ctsity ol Nc\\- ~lexica, ahd is not

finatlcially associated with UNM. Sccrmd cl~~~

Editorial

flip side

Applications for ' 1 Who's Wtlo in American
Universities and Colleges" are now available jn Rm.
242, SUB. Deadline is Fri. 1 Oct, IS at 5 p.m. Entries
must he of at least junior level. Nominations accepted

News Editor
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Dr; Keil will be happy to answer questions after his presentation if they do
not concern matters of National Security. He is one of the very few of the
Viking team who has been permitted to speak publicly.
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Healing Workshop

I
I
It

with

Laura Birns

I
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I

Chamber
Orchestra
of
Fri. Oct. 15: Introduction to color 7 • 10 PM $7.00
Albuquerque/
David
Oberg,
ConSat. Oct. 16: Color and herbs 10- 5 PM $12.00
ductor/Sunday, Oct. 10, First
Sun._Oct. 17: Herbs and the female system 10 · 5 PM $12.00
United Methodist Church
All 3 Classes: $25.00
Fri. and Sat. $15.00
.Review by Jill Scorpio
The concert began with the
GOLD KEY CENTER
Mozart Symphony No. 5. Mr.
1112 Carlisle SE
!
Oberg set good tempos but the sanI•'or details call Crnig 265-6557
ctuary seemed to muddle the ar~--·-·-·-~----·---·--··-~·-·-~-··-·-·-··-~ ticulation, especially in the upper
strings. If the Chamber Orchestra
plans to continue performing in
this hall, it should work harder on
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~:l: GOING OUR WAY?
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Boroque Chamber music

REPS ON CAMPUS:

Oct. 27, 28,29

Poet Soto

clarity to overcome the supraliveness of the room. For some
reason, the winds, celli and bass did
not have this problem; they came
across sounding very clean.
Mr, Felberg was the featured
violin soloist in the Spring and
Summer Concerti of Vivaldi. The
articulation continued to be a
problem for the strings, and the
lighting could have used a little
more work. Mr, Felberg had difficulty with the inton,ation in some
double-stop passages and his
vibrato was too wide for Vivaldi.
But the overall effect, buoyed by
his lush, brilliant tone, brought
light refreshment to an already

The ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series
will present Gary Soto .reading his
poetry on Thursday, Oct. 14 at 8:00
p.m. in the Kiva on the UNM campus. The reading is free and open to,
the public.
Gary Soto, born in 1952, was UNM Chamber Orchestral Joel
raised and educated in Fresno, Cal. Rosenberg, Conductor/Sat., Oct. 9
After receiving his BA in· English,
Classical Review by Jill Scorpio
with a minor in La Raza Studies, he
Several UNM faculty members
went to UC at Irvine, where he ear- were a welcome addition to this
ned a MFA. He has also studied in · performance of the UNM Chamber
Mexico City and has worked as a Orchestra under the direction of
tutor there.
their new conductor, Joel RosenHis poems have appeared in berg.
The Mozart Overture set the pace
many periodicals, including The
American Poetry Review, Antar.ms, for the concert, easing you into a
Iowa Review, The Nation, The good frame of mind. It was
New Yorker, North American buoyant 'because of the clean and
Review, Partisan Review, & precise articulations and the
Poetry; also the anthology En- graceful construction of the
melodic lines.
trance: 4 Chicano Poets,

U.'s Own Gtoup

INTERVIEWING
SENIORS/GRADS.
Placement Office,
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School
INFORMATION TABLE: Student Union

SUB Theatre
Film Guide
By Migue./ Gandert

Democratic Candidates'

RALLY
Hear and See Your Democratic Candidate
Ira Robinson· District Attorney
Tom Rutherford • State Senate (Dist 16)
Robert Hawk - County Commissioner (Dist 3)
Len tin
Malry
- State Representative
(Dist 18)
.
.
r
Dan Lyon • State Representative

TODAY 11:30 AM
On The Mall

r·-.

~--

pleasant afternoon.
.
I was tired of baroque music by
the time the Handel arrived. It
seemed to go on and on, although it
was a good performance, There
was some excellent horn playing in
the Allegro movement. This was
the weekend for good horn playing.
I would suggest that the
programming on the next concert
be considered more carefully. All
three works on this program were
too similar in .style, Perhaps this
was why the Water Music seemed
to never end. I would like to see
how the orchestra and Mr. Oberg
cope with other styles, as well as
listen to an even better concert.

.-

Total Experience.
Here For Hair
His or Hers
$1Z Haircut & Style
Now Only $8
Student ID

'

l

It happened again, Some of the films, because of the UPS strike, did not
show up. It is as if there is a conspiracy against the film viewers of the
University, One women's film did not show up. La Jetle, the Chris Marker
film, and Bogie didn't show up. But this week I've been told that the films
are already here so there should be no problem for those of us who want to
catch a few flicks.

Starting the week off on Wednesday nigh( the SUB Theatre will show
the 1953 western Johnny Guitar, This color film by· Nicholas Ray is one of
the films that influenced the French New Wave, This baroque western is
the story of a saloon-keeper played by Joan Crawford and the hostile
reception given her by a burgeoning railroad town. Led by a jealous Mercedes McCambridge, the group burns down her saloon and tries to lynch
her. Ray's film is a very psychological, kind of romantic-existential film.
Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show Duet for Cannibals. This is
the first film written and directed by Susan Sontag, the widely acclaimed
novelist, essayist and cultural critic. Duet for Cannibals is a psychologicalcomedy drama, which examines the mysterious games concocted by an exrevolutionary and his wife at the expense of a young Swedish couple. This
film is in Swedish with English subtitles.
Rounding the week off on Friday and Saturday nighFthe SUB Theatre
presents Mel Brooks' attempt at the perfect western, Blar.ing Saddles. Mel
Brooks, the master of ridiculous cinema, goes West. In ~his film there are
plenty of puns, plenty of tits and plenty of absurdities including ex-Detroit
Lion Alex Karras punching out a rowdy horse. This film should be a good
one for anyone who enjoys unlimited humor.
·
Well, that rounds out this week. And those of you who tried to catch a
flick last week and didn't get to because the films didn't show, have no
fear-they're all here.

The Brandenburg No. I was the
most interesting piece they performed. It contained their worst
and best playing. The balance in
the Allegro seemed to be off in the
tutti's; there wasn't enough oboe or
bassoon. The solo contrapuntal
lines didn't seem to mesh together
or go anywhere. The Adagio came
across very shaky and didn't gel.
The Menuet finally picked things
up with a trio for two oboes and
bassoon that was worth the whole
concert. The balance couldn't have
been more perfect. The bass line
was alive and vib~ant and the two
oboes sounded like one mind. All
the embellishments were precisely
together and the phrasing of the
three was astounding. Then the
horns and the oboes had a quasifanfare which was again perfectly
balanced and in tune(!) and the ensemble was excellent.
The
Honoegger
Pastorale
showed off the wind section and
especially the horn. It's nice to hear
an accurate horn player for a
change, who also has a beautiful
sound. The wind section was the
best group of musicians that I
had ever heard. They were very
aware of each other and blended
their sounds to create a very
dreamlike atmosphere. The clarinet
had a hard sound, and didn't blend
as well as the others, but it was a
creme de Ia creme section.
The Haydn symphony was a
light, enjoyable work. Of special
note was the Minuet which was little more than a glorified beer hall
song. It started out well, but
gradually lost its gusto so that the
suspension/release into the last
phrase fell flat because the tempo
was already too slow.
I liked the varied colors of
clothing worn by the performers.
My eyes get very tired of being
assaulted by a blot of black on
stage. Mr. Rosenberg was a competent conductor. He did not get in
the way of the music or the performers, but rather helped to guide
the interpretation. A conductor
should not distract you from the
music; he should fit in with the
sound.

As always, admission to the SUB Theatre is $1. The films will be shown
at 7 and 9:15p.m.
Happy film viewing.

AcAPULco
RESTAURANT
Mexican Food-Specializing In Burritos

Open 7Days
11 am- 8 pm
Complete
Mexican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
1415 Central Ave. NE
242-0921 '

Student
Directories
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WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS
IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
& Colleges
are now available at
ASUNM- Room 242JN THE SUB

By David Belling
So far this season, the Lobo football team has been almost injuryfree and Coach Bill Mondt said he
hopes the reason for it is the
physical conditioning program the
Lobos have been on since last
season, and not just luck.
Whatever the reason for the lack
of injuries, Mondt said, "I hope we
can keep going like that.''
This season the Lobos have a set
program of running which the team
does in practice. Mandt said, "We
developed the program for overall
conditioning." The program does
not contain just sprints but also
some longer-distance work. Mondt
said, "I think the program's made
a big difference,"
Mondr said his team is in better
condition than any of his previous
Lobo teams. In addition to running, Mondt said the Lobos do
"old-fashioned hard calisthenics."
He said the amount of running a
team does usually depends on the
mood of the coach at the end of
practice.
The reason for wanting to be in
good condition, Mondt said, is
because, "If you're playing and not
fatigued you're less likely to get
hurt."
During the season the players
also are on an in-season weightlifting program in· which they lift
twice a week.

:I

Applications For

*Deadline- Monday, Oct, 18,5:00 p.m.
*To be eligible you must have at
least a junior classification

* NOMINATIONS ALSO ACCEPTED.

TALENTED?
Lobo Linebacker James Coffey
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LIKE A CHANCE. TO WIN MONEY?
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"THAT'S
ENTERTAINMENT''
(A Night of Song and Talent)
SPONSORED BY
ASUNM HOMECOMING COMMITTEE
AND UNM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

PRIZES

John Kloss
Xight ics
Choose fl'Oill
an exiting
selection
in a rain bow of colol's Priced from
318 to 340.
l'lmn< HHl·H!II!l

D.lilv lobo

·spo_rts.
Pete Martinelli, UNM conditioning coordinator, handles the
running and weightlifting programs
for the football team.
Martinelli said strength is
developed in a player to improve
his performance and "to give that
guy every possible means to perform at his top level." He said, "I
.\
behlie~e a ny athlehte tha this at hhisbtop
p ysJCa1 strengt 1eve1 as l e est
1
'
chance he possibly can, to not get
injured."
Martinelli has the Lobos on a
three-phase cycling program.
The off-season phase is for
strength development and conditioning. The players run twice a
week and weightlift 2-3 times a
week depending on their position,
· This program also <ievelops the
'1
· heart, lungs and a player's cirI1
culation.
i
During the pre-season phase the
·p 1ayers run three days and
weightlift three days a week. Mar.
tinelli said this phase is "much,
1
\
much more intense." This is
preparation for the season and the
· ·
players run 3-4 miles a week. Martinelli said in this phase they are
"concentrating on developing the
players' mental attitude."
Martinelli said it is hard to relate
physical condition and the amount
of injuries but so far this season the
Lobos have only lost one player for
the season. He tore a cartilage in
his knee. Chuck Pettet has been in. jured for a couple of weeks but it
1 I
was only a minor injury, not one
' , ,,eutting him out for the season.

lst-$100.00
2nd-$ 50.00
3rd-$ 25.00
ENTRIES DUE BY 5:00PM ON FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 15-ASUNM OFFICE
ALL SINGERS, DANCERS, MUSICIANS, ETC.
ARE WELCOME!
. DETAILS AVAILABLE AT THE ASUNM OFFICE

THE BEST OF THE BURGUNDIES
Hugh Johnson, writing for Gourmet Magazine:
".,.Hearty Burgundy was the opening revelation of my California journey."

1

E. Frank Henriques,
The Signet Encyclopedia of Wine:
"Expert and novice alike have sung the praises
of this good red wine .. !'

Robert Lawrence Balzer, Holiday Magazine:
"Gallo Hearty Burgundy.The greatest
value in red wine in America .. !'

I
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Will Be Available
Beginning Oct. 13·

For 25c
With Valid ID
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At the Student In fonna'tion Center
In the SUB
and the Book·
store
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For Few Injuries Season

,.

UPSTAlRS···
next to the .
Lobo Theatre·

--

. .. · . Judge it yourself: Ernest & Julio Gallo's C:diforriia Hearty Bur:!plndy.
.:~:
·~
. . . Richer, more·rqbust •.. the Best~f.~he Burgund1es.
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Gallo Hearty BJitibridy
Gallo Vineyards, Modesto, Califo~nia.
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sccu1hc du)-s with nu chunges, nine cents per
word 11tr d»y (no refunds If cancdlcll bul'ore five

I.OST: BROWN LEATHER jackel in SUB base·
mcnt. Reward. KutllY 881-1753. 10/18

PERSONALS

THE PLANETS ARE back at Ned's El Portal, 4200
Ccnlral Avenue Sll. 10/19
NANG- YOU'RE SO adult, so full of wisdom and
so high and mighty! Sorry l disappointed you, Dave.

~0113

•

CONTACTS? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN a quiet atmosphere ntlhe Grinder Factory, I I I Cornell SE, open at
7:00a.m. 10/15
·-~~,-----.---.-·-~------

T.T.-LET'S DO il tonight nl NED'S. You're finally
legal. IIi~ C.R. 10/13
[c)
HAPPY 21st SHERRYE "TT" Outler. Love Rasputin. 10/13
TC TRAILIILAZERS ARE out to win ATO's Blue
Gold Sweepstakes, 10/13

··--·.

--~ -----~-~

"HEALnl FOOD"-healthy foods. Breakfast, lunch, & dinner at the Morning Glory Cafe 7
a.m.-10 p.m. Allnitc Friday & Saturday right behind
thcTrianglc. 10/19
·
----

.

-·----"~-~~

......

-

LOST & FOUND

LOST: WED EVENING female Irish Setter
w/broken tooth. She is ill & needs medication 242•
3998. 10/14

JOIN US FOR a q11iet continental breakfast at lhe
Grinder Factory, 111 Cornell SE. Coffee 15¢ refills
adime • .10/15
'

~-

10/13

LOST: BROWN WALLET on basketball courts
across from dorms. Reward, 277-2002. 10/13

Marron llullllonm 13 I ur by rnulllo: Classified
Adv<rtlslng, UNM Dn• 20, t\lbu<tucr<JUC N M
·87131
• • '

-NOT

good!

FOUND: GERALDINE ANN King Hale's Athletic
card, Claim Marron Hall Room 131, tfn

Insertions), ('lasslfled advcrtlsemcJIIS mus( he
1111ld ~In udvuncc.

--

-

~-

I.O<>T: WHITE TOMCAT in UNM area. Reward.
Call268-4143. 10/19

Jlates: I 5 cents Jlcr word 11cr duy, one dollar
minimum. Advcrtlscmcnls run live or more con·

l..

... r..

MARGUERIT~-LOOKIN'

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

t>

.

-

-

TllOlJSANDS 01' RECORDS/sale books, too!!
Somclhing's gonnu plea'e all of you! UNM Book~!_<l'."~~~cst~•rt~.~nd:'X~~iob~r 18! 10/13
Ht\ VE YOU EVER wanted to be a "wl1o"? Wh~
Who applications-now available at ASUNMRoom 242 SUB. 10/13
Ziirr.1u[iso/.v:s"L'o.Iia· ·~~ ·;;;;;~;- Lobo ~ r.~;;tb;Ji
Contest. $45.00 In glfl certificates given away each
week. Every Tuesday new contesl, new winners.
10/13

F?UND: RING in UNM pool. Call 266-4219 evenmgs to identify. 10/18
LOST: LARGE BLACK male puppy. Doc~ed tail,
floppy ears. Call 255·4982 or 2I8 Stanford SE
10/15
•

3.

SERVICES
-----=-===--------

MASSAGE9-629B-4718Juan.

10/27

FAMOUS QUJVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gall~ry is 'h blo~k from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Spec1al order serv1ce. tfn
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN a quiet atmos·
phere at the Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE, open
at 7:00a.m. 10/IS
BA~ERY CAFE D/NNERS~vegelarian. Nightly
specmls 5:30-9;00. Friday night Coffee House
w/music, 118 YaleSE. 10118

P~SSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS, Lowest

pnces in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Cali 2652444orcomelo l717GirardBivd.NE. tfn
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now, CHII Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
J'o!EED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing, reviSion, research, &consultation. 281-3001. 10/13
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tare decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10% dis·
count for student with ID. Quick service. Used TV's
for sale. 10/21

DANCE- ART SERIES. Exploring personal imagery. Six weeks, startin"'g 25 October, Call 242-9452
or242-5343. 10/15
EXPERIENCED TYPIST 60¢ per page, 843-6161,
10/14
GUITAR LESSONS DY Dpug Zinn, student of
Hector Garcia's. $3.50/lcsson. Cheupl Call 2479410, )0/16
JO.IN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Or~nder Factory, ! ll Cornell SE. Coffee 15¢, refills
ad1me, 10/15
MS. R.I. PRAGER, B.A., M.A. Private Educalional
and Vocational Evaluations by appointment only,
842-0472, 10/15
MIDTERM COMING UP? HOW IS your French?
For SOS call 255-2577 leave message for Viviane,
10/12

4.

FORSALE

STORY & CLARK Antique upright pianP, needs
refinishing. Good condition, $150. 9xl2 carpet. 842·
9602 after 6:00. 10/13
WINDJAMMER Ill FAIRING. Excellent condition.
Q-H headlight $175 Bates Saddlebags. After 5 p.m.
836-4009. 10/15
·~~------------~---

UNM STUDENT DIRECTORIES will be available
to students with a valid UNM ID-beginning Wednesday, October 13, for 25¢ At the Student Information Center, New Mexico Union (SUB) and the
bookstore. 10/13

PART-TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees
for day work, Also have positions for Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply in person only. NP phone
calls please. Save Way Liquor Store, 5704 LPmas NE.
10122
GRADUATE STUDENT OR student spouse. Parttime work In mail room, 1-7;30 p.m. Monday lhru
Friday, See John, Dataco, 1712 Lomas NE. No
Calls! 10/14

BINOCULARS ZEISS 8x40 and Hurricane 6x25.
Call 266-4770. 10/15
KLH MODEL SIX speakers like-new condition, 12inch woofers, I 5/8 inch Jwceters. $100 firm. 243·
6900. 10/13
1969 MUSTANG MACH 1: 351, 4-speed 4-'barrel,
new tires, Jape deck. Very good condition. 255.
9618,299-5018. J0/18

IO·SPEED EXCELLENT SHAPE. Absolutely
equipped $85.255-6568, 10/18

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN a quiet atmosphere at the Cl'i1!.der Factory, Ill Cornell SE, open
at 7:00a.m. 10/15

67 EL CAMINO 283 VB, AT, AC Runs. See Tuesday

~ECORDS AND TAPE5-good price, good selec·
t10n, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's), lfn

CmlCHO DELT $250, Call842·9046.

20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 to $60, 441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987. 10/18

WAI'J'RESS', NIGHTS, apply 4200 Central SE
10/13
•

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfasi at the
Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Coffee 15~ refills
adime. 10/15
'
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN a quiet atmosphere at the Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE, open
at 7:00a.m. 10/15

thru Friday, at 1630 Grand NE, Apt. 6, evenings.
Ask for Robin. $475 as is. 10/13

5.

10/18

FORRENT

ATTRACTIVE ROOM N.E. heights. Full house
privileges. 294-4257. 10/19
OWNER.TRANSFERRED COLOR TV: Big Screen,
color & IIIII control. Assume payments of $7,00 per
month. New warranty. 255-7535. 10/19
ALMOST NEW-KING SIZE waterbed and fiberglass frame with heater. $200 or best offer 2551481, 10/13
•
DIVORCED-LEVI' TOWN. Brand new 1977
Kirby.· New warranty, Take payments of $7.47 a
monlh. 255-7535. 10/19
1~74 ri:YMOUTH:-::D::U::s=T=E:-R-:3-:60---$2_4_00_;_1973 Ford
Pmto Runabout-$2300; 1971 Chevrolet Stationwagon-$1500; 1973 Pick-up-$2200. Parking lot
vac~um cleaner & trailer-$1200. For further informatiOn conlact Citilen's Bank of Albuquerque 298·
8777. 10/19
•
LE.FT IN ~A:VAWAY-Singer Sewing Machine. Not
clanned. Equ1pped lo buttonhole, zig-zag, Pay $19.00
& take machine, 255-7535. 10/19
GORDON LIGHTFOOT TICK:-::E,-TS,--(-2)_R_o-w--l-5.
277·55ol. 10/14
HAVE ~EW KENWOOD &sansui Jensen speakers.
Would hke to sell for half price. 255-7534. 10/19
17~CM HEA_D YAHOO skis look-GT bindings used
twtcc $160 fum; men's Lange Phantom bools size
10 $85; ski rack $20.268-4813. 10/'19

SEWING MACHINE: Repair, clean, oil & adjust-3
day special.$6. 75. 255-7534. 10/19
STEREO AT WAREHOUSE prices, all major
brands. Knowledgeable salesmen Kent 268-0333
.
10/22
•
•
HAND STITCH CO-OP personalized handmade
clothing & crafts. New members welcome. 10-6 Man·
Sat. 2000 Central SE, 247-4498. 10/18

------

1967 JEEP WAGONEER4 WD. Good shape $1,025
or offer. 281-9998. 10/14

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest-;:,.eight fo;~the
money you can buy. Some on sale, R.C. Hallett's.
843·9378. 1fn
VELOC~I:::P:::E:::D::-L-::E::R::S:-_-:2:-=D-A_Y__
S __
E_R_V_JC_E_o_r_l_es_s_o_n
most repairs. High quality bicycles at lowest prices in
town. 5 blocks south of Central on Yale (down the
street from those other guys). The Dike Shop, 605
Yale SE. 842·9100. 10/13
SPORTS CAR OWNERSI Pride Motors offers
spee~y, r~liable service of ali makes of sports and
tounng Imports. Tues,-Saturday. 8:30-5:30
256·1763. 10116
•
HAVE WAREHOUSE FULL of Jensen speakers,
receivers, tuners, amplifiers, cassettes, 8-tracks,
CB's & reel-to-reel tape recorders. Sony-PionecrMarrantz-Kenwood & others. Freight damagedstill in boxes. 255·7535. 10122

6.

EMPLOYMEN':f

Yfl'.IR SKILLS, EDUCATION, ENTHUSIASM
pays big REWARDS in the Peace Corps. All majors '
urged to apply. Call277-2636 for an on-campus inlcJvicw or stop by our office, Ortega 229, Tuesday
'
Thursday, or Friday nflcrnoon 3:30-5:00. 11/1

20% OR MORE.
Off all Guitars, Banjos
Mandolins and Fiddles
Choose from these brands:
• Stelling

• lida
eOME
• Martin
• Gibson
• Pimentel
And several others

•Takamine
• Harmony
• Franciscan

SALE ENDS 4:30 PM, Oct. 16
We also offer instruction for:
fiddle, mandolin, tenor banjo (bluegrass &trad.)
Bluegrass- Classical - Folk - Rock Guitar
jack douthett music shop
2612 Texas NE 293-6192
(Just North of Menaul)

69 VW FASTBACK, GOOD condition. $600/best
off~r, 298·3959. 10/13
JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Coffee 15¢, refills
adime. 10/15

Hot Air Balloonist about to
Land in UNM Duck Pond

1971 NOVA: 44,000, excellent condition, clean inside
and out, A/C, vinyl top, AM/FM, new tires. Must
sacrifice. Asking S2400 or best offer. 897·0461.
10/15

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJO_Y HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
PRESE"NT

John Raitt

and an

All Broadway Cast, Chorus
and Orchestra
.
m

The Hit Musical Comedy

Shenandoah
A foot Stomping, Rousins, Hit Musical
Raucous, Pleasurable & Tuneful

October 28, 8:.15
Tickets- $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00
UNM Students - Vz Price
Tel277-3121

~
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"The Most
Inexpensive Spirits
To Be Found Anywhere"

Wet Wednesday
Everything 50 - Fifty Cents!
Cover- Beer - Bar Drinks
and

Ftee Popcorn
Featuring

Countty music
Go 5 miles North Of Bernalillo
On 1-25 To Algodones Exit

867-9983

